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Corvallis, Oregon (March 2024)—CyberLock, Inc., a global leader in key-centric access control 
solutions, is proud to win three Security Today Platinum Govies Awards!  

As a leading supplier of key-centric access control solutions, CyberLock is excited to announce 
that Security Today magazine awarded the FlexLock Motorized Traffic Cabinet Lock with a 
Platinum Govie Award in the Access Control Devices and Peripherals – Wired category. 
CyberLock NFC Padlock won a Platinum Govie Award in the Access Control Devices and 
Peripherals – Wireless category. Lastly, the CyberBox won a Platinum Govie Award in the 
Storage category. 

FlexLock provides a hardwired access control solution for traffic control cabinets, ensuring the 
convenience, security, and reliability demanded by the traffic industry. With Flex integration, an 
AES-256 encrypted Ethernet connection facilitates secure remote access and 24/7 real-time 
monitoring. Administrators can enable customizable notifications for authorized and 
unauthorized access attempts. 

CyberLock NFC padlock is an IP68-rated electronic padlock designed to protect the high-security 
outdoor assets that underpin critical infrastructure sectors like water, energy, telecom, and 
transportation. CyberLock’s newest keyless solution features secure Near Field Communication 
(NFC) credentials and CMAC AES-256 challenge-response authentication using either an 
Android or iOS device. 

CyberBox is a Bluetooth lockbox that provides secure storage for keys and other small items. 
Engineered to meet the diverse needs of various industries, CyberBox sets a new standard for 
secure storage solutions. With an integrated item sensor, CyberBox provides seamless tracking 
to document removal and return of stored items. 

CyberLock is proud to meet the needs of customers all over the world. With over 25 years in 
the security industry, CyberLock is a trusted name in access control. For more information 
about the FlexLock Motorized Traffic Cabinet Lock, CyberLock NFC Padlock, and CyberBox, or 
the CyberLock access control system in general, visit www.cyberlock.com or give us a call at 
541-738-5500. 

 
 


